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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE PROVINCE OF
LAOS AND NORTHERN THAILAND

[These papers are issued for the scholarly community in the hope that they may elicit comments which may be incorporated in a subsequent revised version.]

JOEL M. HALPERN
Dept. of Anthropology
Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass.
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE PEOPLES OF IAOO AND NORTHERN THAILAND

SELECTED SOURCES IN ENGLISH, FRENCH AND JAPANESE

Published since 1945

Compiled by Joel M. Halpern

Barney, George L. "Christianity: Innovation in Meo Culture: A Case Study in Missionization." Unpublished Masters Thesis, University of Minnesota, 1957. 100 pp. (Deals with the Meo of Xieng Khuan and the conversion of certain groups in the post-war period. Also contains information on Meo economy, religion and social organization.)

"The Meo--An Incipient Church," Practical Anthropology, IV, No. 2 (1957). (Summary of previous publication.)

Benedict, Ruth. Thai Culture and Behavior. (Data Paper No. 4, Southeast Asia Program.) Ithaca: Cornell University, 1952. Mimeographed. (Written in 1943; contains information on the Lao of northeast Thailand.)

Bernatzik, Hugo Adolf. Akha und Meao, Probleme der angewandten Wãlkerkunde in Hinterindien. Innsbruck, Kommissionsverlag, Wagnersche Universitäts Buchdruckerei, 1947. 2 vols. (A description of Akha (Ka Ko) and Meo groups in Thailand but with considerable comparative detail from Indochina. Field work completed before World War II. Contains a good bibliography.)

The Spirits of the Yellow Leaves. London, Robert Hale, 1958. (Contains Bernatzik's monograph on this group known in Lao as the Phi Tong Luang.)

Bertholet, C. J. L. and Banchaisavit, Housing and Food Patterns in Eleven Villages in Northeast Thailand, Ubon, Fundamental Education Centre, 1958.


Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Information and Attitudes in Laos. (Raymond Fink, Study Director) Washington, 1959. (Mimeographed.)

Danielou, Alain. La Musique du Cambodge et du Laos (Publications de L'Institut Français d'Indologie No. 9). Fondation, 1957.

Deydier, Henri. Introduction à la Connaissance du Laos. Saigon: Imprimerie Française d'Outre-Mer, 1952. (Excellent summary of Lao religion, ceremonies, and secular observances.)


---


Kingdom of Laos: The Land of the Million Elephants and the White Parasol. René de Berval (ed.). *Saigon : France - Asie,* 1959. (First published in French in 1956 as *Présence du Royaume Lao* in Nos. 118-120 of France - Asie. Besides the very detailed bibliography there are interesting articles on Lao religious festivals, crises rites, folklore, and value systems, a number of them by prominent Lao politicians.)


Kuhn, Isabel. *Ascent to the Tribes - Pioneering in North Thailand.* Chicago, Moody Press, 1956. (Missionary work among the Lao and Yao in the post-war period.)


, *Apercu sur le Laos, Vientiane, Comite de l'Alliance Francaise au Laos, 1955.* (Contains summary ethnographic and linguistic materials.)


Reinhorn, M. Elements de Lecture et d'écriture laotienne, Vientiane, 1952.


Roux, Henri. Quelques minorités ethniques du Nord Indochine (France - Asie, nos. 52-53, 1954. (Popular accounts of the Khmu, Mao and various Tibetan - Burman peoples by a French army colonel.)


Srisvasdi, Bun-chay. Thirty Races in Chiang Ray (Thailand), Bangkok, 1950. (In Thai.)


PUBLICATIONS IN JAPANESE

Abbreviations:

ASH & JSE. --- The Anthropological Society of Nippon
& The Japanese Society of Ethnology

JASn ---------- Journal of Anthropological Society of Nippon

JJE ---------- Japanese Journal of Ethnology


The Patri-lineage System of the Northern Indochina." Proceedings of the Joint Meeting of ASH and JSE, Vol. 11, 1956. (Mainly on patrilineage system of Northern Laos and Tonkin.)


The Village Structure of the Lowland Lao -- The Case of Ban Pha Khao." JJE, Vol. 23, No. 12, 1959, pp. 86-117. (Preliminary report of field survey of Lao village structure in the Vientiane area with English summary.)

The Concept of 'Corn Spirit' among the peoples of the Mainland of Southeast Asia." Social Anthropologist, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1959, pp. 32-88. (Comparative study of the corn spirit among Southeast Asian peoples including the Thai, Lao, and Shan.)

Family Name, Title, Appellation, and Teknonymy." Proceedings of Joint Meeting of ASH and JSE, Vol. 14, 1959. (About Lao customs concerning the family name, title, et cetera.)


Sua Diaw Kan." Proceedings of Joint Meeting of ASH and JSE, Vol. 13, 1958. (Sua Diaw Kan refers to the patrilineage system among the Northern Lao.)
"Minority Groups in Northern Laos." Shilin, 1910, No. 1, 1960. (Especially the Yao tribes.)

"Descriptive Geography of the Boloven Plateau." Humanistic Studies, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1959, pp. 46-70. (Comparative study of Eta aborigines and town life in the Bolovens.)

"In the Valleys of Northern Laos." Geography, Vol. 3 and Vol. 4.


"Exogamy in Southeast Asia." Problems in Modern Sociology, 1949, 267-277. (Many notes on the Thai.)

"Exogamy in Southeast Asia." Problems in Modern Sociology, 1949, 267-277. (Many notes on the Thai.)


Obayashi, Tatsuo. Kinship System of the Peoples on the Mainland of Southeast Asia, 1955. (Excellent comparative study of kinship system among the peoples in Southeast Asia including the Thai.)

The Research Group of Rice Culture and the Peoples of Southeast Asia. A Trip to Mekong, 1959. (A trip from Phnom Penh to Chieng-Seng with many ethnographic observations.)

Shiratori, Yoshiro. "Historical Interest in Southeast Asia," Political Review, Vol. 10, 1956; (Excellent comments on Thai immigration from Southern China from the historical point of view).